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The Waves Morpheus Amp and associated plugins are unique in that they sound so real, yet still add a good amount of punch. Their defining features is the amount of the harmonic distortion it provides, with it's 15th order lowpass filter, which is arguably the most powerful and
flexible in any equalizer in any software or hardware. The Morpheus 7 Amp simulation is a huge addition to any professional studio, and is just a joy to use! A sort of first choice must be mastered by me, and by no other. Wow! You are welcome to get the free demo... then pay

absolutely nothing. It's called Smart EQ and it sounds magnificent! No knobs, no sliders, no buttons, just one perfect EQ in nearly limitless combinations. Try it for yourself and enjoy its musicality and jaw dropping sound. It works brilliantly with any plug-ins you own - which is rare
for any eq plugin! What UAD did with the One is incredible and I am still blown away by it. That said, the L3 is one helluva plugins to have around, in my opinion... and the L3 Classic is a perfect analog emulation of an analog compressor/limiter. Just like the L3, it has a bunch of
different settings with 2 monophonic modes and 4 stereo modes. The difference is that in the L3 Classic, some of the settings are analog and some are digital. Add some tape echo, tape compression, reverb and you have a ton of good times ahead of you! If you ever wanted to

try out a mid-side type process, you get the benefits of working with a wave and A/B processing.
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